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ABSTRACT 
A quantitative model of the densification behavior exhibited 
during the intermediate and final stages of hot pressing has been 
developed. The effects of pore structure development and grain 
growth are incorporated in a semi-empirical manner to obtain 
equations which can calculate the individual contribution of each 
of the major mechanisms to the densification process.  In this way 
the relative importance of each mechanism as well as the absolute 
total densification rate can be determined. 
The final densification model is tested and found to be effec- 
tive in predicting the densification behavior exhibited during the 
hot pressing of cobalt oxide. Assuming this to be indicative 
of its general applicability to hot pressing in general the model 
is then used to predict the effects of varying the process para- 
meter^, temperature, applied stress, and initial grain size on 
the hot-pressing densification behavior in regimes where data is 
not available.  Grain growth is an important phenomenon that 
effects densification rate; depending on stress level and tempera- 
ture grain growth may have either a direct or indirect (cumulative) 
effect on hot-pressing kinetics. 
LIST OF SYMBOLS AND UNITS 
A    = temperature dependent material constant 
A1   « Dorn Parameter 
2 
a    = cross-sectional area of the dislocation core, m 
c 
2 2 
a    = cross-sectional area of the atomic volume Q, m 
b    -  Burger's vector, m 
■  .    -3 C    = vacancy concentration, m 
-3 
C    = equilibrium vacancy concentration, m 
D    = diffusion coefficient,   
sec 
D    = pre-exponential diffusion coefficient,   
o     r    r sec 
F = driving force for grain growth, Pa 
f = interpore spacing, m 
G = grain size, m 
g = stress correction factor 
J = vacancy flux, sec 
K = grain growth rate constant,   
S 6C 
k    = Boltzman's constant, j/ K 
i, = tetrakaidecahedron edge length, m 
2 
M    = grain boundary mobility, m /sec«J 
N    = number of pores per atom at the grain boundary 
n    = stress or grain growth exponent 
P    = relative porosity 
P^   = oxygen partial pressure, Pa 
°2 
p.    = internal pore pressure, Pa 
AP   = pressure difference across the grain boundary, Pa B 
2 
Q = activation energy or enthalpy, j/mole 
R = gas constant, j/mole* K 
r = pore radius, spherical or cylindrical, m 
5 = sign of the effective stress term 
o * 
T = temperature, K 
t = time, sec 
[VM] = metal vacancy concentration 
v = rate of grain boundary migration, m/sec 
w = diffusion flux field width, m 
Y = ratio of pore radius to grain size 
Z = fraction of grain edges occupied by a cylindrical pore during 
the intermediate stage 
Y = solid-vapor surface energy, Pa 
y = grain boundary surface energy, Pa 
6 = grain boundary width, m 
|i = shear modulus, Pa 
p = relative bulk density 
p = T^T = aetvsification rate, sec 
a -  applied stress, Pa 
a   r-c -  effective stress, Pa eff 
3 Q = vacancy volume, m 
Subscripts 
B = grain boundary effect 
F = final stage 
I = intermediate stage 
L = lattice diffusion 
0 = initial value 
P = plastic flow (dislocation creep) 
T = transition stage parameter quantity at a given time 
t = total parameter quantity at a given time 
TF = final stage type effect during transition stage 
TI = intermediate stage type effect during transition stage 
I. Introduction 
Hot-pressing is an important method of ceramic processing which 
permits the formation of higher density products at lower temperatures 
and/or in shorter times than conventional pressureless sintering. 
The major advantages of hot-pressing are a result of the order of 
magnitude increase in driving force for densification due to the 
applied pressure without a concurrent increase in the driving force 
for grain growth. The applied pressure therefore results in a super- 
ior final material structure (especially higher density and smaller 
grain size) and thus improved product strength as well as superior 
optical, electrical, and nuclear properties. By mathematically 
modeling the various atomic mechanisms leading to densification 
during hot-pressing in a general way hopefully even better process 
control and improved product properties can be made possible. These 
same atomic mechanisms also play a major role in the densification 
and microstructural rearrangement that occurs in ceramic nuclear 
fuel during in-reactor use. The value of the models developed is 
therefore felt to be applicable in at least two practical areas. 
In general, hot pressing is thought to be closely analagous 
to pressureless sintering.  In both cases the same atomistic 
mechanisms (although probably of different magnitude and relative 
importance) contribute to densification thus causing the microstructure 
to develop in a similar if not identical way as the density increases. 
With this being the case similar kinetic equations are assumed to 
apply to both techniques. 
Early modeling attempts considered only one mechanism to 
5 
contribute to densification at any time.  In 1968 Spriggs and 
Atteraas    proposed that all of the densification mechanisms 
contribute, to some extent, to the total densification during the 
entire hot-pressing process. A hypothetical illustration of the 
relative contributions of the major densification mechanisms considered; 
diffusion, plastic flow, and particle rearrangement (grain boundary 
(2) 
sliding and particle fragmentation); is shown in Figure 1. 
Initially the total densification rate during hot pressing is 
very large due to the particle rearrangement and plastic flow contri- 
butions. The plastic flow contribution is extremely high due to the 
large effective stress as a result of the small interparticle areas 
of contact which support the applied stress. After a very short time 
plastic flow and diffusional mechanisms are assumed to almost com- 
pletely control the densification process. 
It is the purpose of this present investigation to develop 
mathematical expressions for the individual densification rates due 
to the different mechanisms during hot pressing. Using these modeling 
equations, graphs of the form presented qualitatively in Figure 1 may 
be quantitatively determined for a ceramic material of known physical 
parameters under specific hot-pressing conditions, i.e. known stress, 
temperature, and particle size. 
A. The Hot-Pressing Process 
As the hot-pressing process proceeds towards final density the 
pore-grain structure has been discerned to pass through three individ- 
ual configurations or stages. The first or initial stage includes the 
formation of bonds and growth of necks at the particle contact points 
which occurs upon heating the powder to an elevated temperature and 
upon application of the stress. Densification during this stage is 
very rapid with particle rearrangement and plastic flow dominating. 
When the interparticle necks have grown to a substantial size 
relative to the particle diameter and the surfaces have begun to smooth 
out, the pore-grain geometry enters the second or intermediate stage. 
The porosity during this stage is assumed to be in the form of a con- 
tinuous network of cylindrical pores which are centered along the 
grain edges and interconnected at the grain corners. The relative 
density of the material increases under these conditions until some 
pores start to be closed off from the continuous pore network. This 
isolation of pores continues until effectively all the pores are 
isolated within the material and are generally located at the grain 
corners. This condition of completely closed porosity comprises the 
final stage.  The structure is idealized as consisting of isolated, 
spherical pores at each grain corner. 
The intermediate stage begins within a few minutes after the hot 
pressing temperature and stress are applied. As a result, almost all 
of the densification takes place during the intermediate and final 
stages. This is when the final material structure and properties are 
determined so these two stages are the ones to be modeled in this 
present work. The densification is usually due almost entirely to 
diffusional and plastic flow mechanisms.  Other mechanisms like parti- 
cle rearrangement, pore surface diffusion, and vapor transport, 
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although sometimes important to densification, are generally insignif- 
icant in their contributions to the total densification rate and there- 
fore will not be considered.  Since most of the work in the past has 
been done on modeling the final stage densification behavior it will 
be examined first, after evaluating the driving force for the densifi- 
cation process during both the intermediate and final stages. 
B.  The Driving Force 
Densification during hot-pressing is generally considered to 
result from the movement of vacancies from the pore surfaces to the 
grain boundaries where they may be annihilated.  The driving force 
for the diffusion is the gradient in the chemical potential between 
the vacancies on the pore surfaces and those on the grain boundaries. 
This chemical gradient arises from the increase above equilibrium 
\ 
vacancy concentration at the pore surface due to surface curvature 
effects and the decrease in vacancy concentration at the grain bound- 
aries due to the compressive stress there resulting from the applied 
pressure. The driving force for the densification process is thus due 
to two major considerations 1) the reduction in pore surface area and 
2) the applied stress. 
The ability of grain boundaries to act as vacancy sinks was first 
(3) 
shown by Alexander and Balluffi.    As the diffusing vacancies reach 
the grain boundary they can be annihilated, possibly by dislocation 
climb in tilt boundaries or by their incorporation into high angle 
(4) boundaries.    Either process results in the grains on opposite sides 
of the boundaries moving closer together (i.e. densifying) and the 
8 
maintenance of an equilibrium grain boundary vacancy concentration, 
C . 
o 
In order to formulate a densification model, expressions for the 
vacancy concentration at the pore surfaces and at the grain boundaries 
must be obtained for the intermediate and final stages. At the pore 
surfaces the free energy increase of the system due to the dissolution 
of n additional vacancies per unit volume, and thus raising the vacan- 
cy concentration by an amount AC , is given by nkT <Ln ((C + AC )/ 
AC  (5)     P op 
C ) - nkT-Cn (1 + ~pr^) •    AC is usually small so the increase in 
° °        
P AC
P free energy, AG, can be approximated by nkT (~pr^)  since -In (1 + x) 
o 
« X*     Simultaneously however  there  is  an energy decrease due to the 
decrease of the pressure     y /r over the pore surface.    This .energy 
drop is approximately n Q      .(v/r) where Q = the vacancy volume.    At 
equilibrium these  two energies have  to be equal so 
AC 
nfi   (Y/r)  = nkT  (-£-£) (1) 
o 
and the equilibrium increase in the vacancy concentration can be 
calculated as 
Yfi AC = C p   o kTr (2) 
This is the well known Gibbs'-Thompson equation. 
In three dimensions it is necessary to specify the radius of 
curvature of a surface in two orthogonal planes in order to identify 
the true net curvature. Thus 
A - i + -L (3) 
r  rj^  r2 
where r, and r„ are the radii of curvature in orthogonal planes. In 
9 
the intermediate stage r, = cylinder radius and r_ = » so 
I.i + I-i (4) 
r  r.  oo  r. 
During the final stage — = — for the spherical pores so 
rl  r2 
i = ^ + i = ^ (5) 
r
  
rl  rl  rl 
At the grain boundaries there is a compressive stress due to the 
applied pressure which causes a decrease in the equilibrium number of 
vacancies.  This decrease in the equilibrium vacancy concentration is 
given by 
AP _  
Co ° geff 
ACB k~T (6) 
where a  ff is the effective stress at the grain boundary.    Several 
expressions relating a ff  to the applied pressure, cr ,  have been 
presented.    It is usual to assume a simple linear relation between 
effective stress and applied stress auch that 
aeff=gaa* (7) 
where g is some appropriate correction factor and may include a stress 
concentration effect. Taking into account only the decrease in effec- 
' (8) 
tive cross sectional area due to the porosity, Farnsworth   took g to 
1 *. be equal to — where p is the relative bulk density.  Stress concen- p 
trations at the pores are assumed to be nonexistent since they can be 
relieved by diffusion. 
In the analysis to follow, equations are given using g, the stress 
distribution factor in general terms; however, the computer modeling 
has all been performed using g = 1/p as per Farnsworth(^) or Coble.(7) 
10 
The vacancy concentration difference between the pore surfaces 
and the grain boundaries can now be determined for both the inter- 
mediate and final stages. The AC- and ACD values are plotted in Fig- 
ure 2 as a function of the relative density, p. The concentration dif- 
ference is given by AC = ACp - ACfi = | ACp | + | ACfi 1 . 
For the intermediate stage 
For the final stage 
C ft 2 y. 
AS = TF (— + s°a> <9) 
In applying these equations the surface energy terms are usually 
insignificant since the applied pressure results in a much greater 
(9) 
contribution to the difference in vacancy concentration.    In the 
case of CoO which was used for the experimental work for this paper, 
-4 
at p = .90 for a        =48.3 MPa (7000 psi), and for r » 1.6 x 10  cm, 
cl'  t 
( — ~ .875 MPa) « (53.6 MPa = -2—)     (10) 
The surface energy term is almost two orders of magnitude less than the 
applied stress term. Also, in a typical density vs. time curve, (Fig- 
ure 3), the densification rate (i.e. slope) decreases, quickly as den- 
sity increases. This is more in accord with control by the stress 
a 
term, ——, which approaches o   from above rather than in accord with p a 
control by the surface energy terms, —*—,  which approaches infinity as 
r - 0. 
Another factor which could affect the driving force is the 
11 
presence of an internal pore pressure, p.  . This term would tend to 
reduce the vacancy concentration difference and so, if present, it 
should be subtracted from the terms in brackets in equations (8) and 
(9). 
C The Final Stage of Hot-Pressing 
The final, isolated pore stage of hot-pressing has been shown to 
exist at relative densities above about 95%.   '    It has been pro- 
posed  ' '  and generally interpreted from experimental results 
in final stage that under various conditions three atomic mechanisms; 
1) lattice diffusion, 2) grain boundary diffusion, and/or 3) plastic 
flow; dominate the densification during this final stage. Although 
there is general agreement that these are the major mechanisms to be 
considered, several different approaches have been made to the problem 
of modeling the final stage densification process. 
Assuming control by some type of diffusive process, Coble has 
i (4) 
used a basic three step approach   by 1) choosing a representative 
geometric model of the pore-grain structure as a whole, 2) deriving a 
diffusion flux equation, and then 3) integrating to obtain an equation 
for densification rate of the form p = f (particle size, density or 
porosity, temperature, material constants). Coble assumed a basic 
structure of spherical pore at the grain corners with simple radial 
diffusion of vacancies away from the pore surfaces to the grain bound- 
aries which act as vacancy sinks. At greater than 95% density there 
should be ample grain boundary area.for vacancy annihilation (Appen- 
dix I) so the rate limiting step is some diffusional process. 
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The flux equation generally adopted is that for steady state 
transport between concentric shells. The geometrical model in this 
case is chosen to be a thick spherical shell of material centered 
around the spherical pore and of the same relative density as the 
bulk material. The vacancy flux equation for radial flow from the 
pore's surface, radius r, to the shell's outer surface, radius R, 
(40) is 
J = 4 TT Dy AC (^77) (ID 
where AC is the vacancy concentration difference and V    is the 
vacancy diffusion coefficient. 
Several assumptions are necessary in order to keep the model 
simple and generally useful. The material being pressed is considered 
to be single phase with no liquid phase formation or reactive pro- 
cesses active.  It is also assumed that no gas is* trapped within the 
closed pores during the final stage so internal pore pressure is 
negligible.  Finally abnormal grain growth is not dealt with since 
it is generally not observed and since high final densities (> 99%) 
(9) 
are easily achievable with a standard hot-pressing operation. 
f ^ ^ * 
Based on these assumptions and using equation (11) the volume^ ..-—-J    r" 
dV ' transfer rate, -r-y  is given by 
HV Cnfi 2 V 
Sj- JO =4TTD Q-fir  (— i + g^) _£R__        (12) dt
v  ki   r        (R _ r) 
* 
This assumption is generally valid since hot pressing is quite often 
done in vacuo. 
13 
4  3 
For the representative sphere of volume g TTR , substituting D^ for 
D„ C Q,   the relative bulk densification rate due to lattice diffusion V o 
during the final stage can be calculated as 
3DLQ  rR   2Y 
PFL 
=
 ^ arrTy <— +8aa) (13) 
.       .  r
3
  r  /n   .1/3 
or since p = 1 0 "* « ~ (1_p) 
RJ  R 
3 DTfi(  M   .1/3  I 2y 
PFL 
=
 2 P  1/3 FT + 8 aa> (14> 
•  
F
  R  kTJ 1 - (l-p)i J)  r       
The same flux equations and concentration differences apply to grain 
boundary diffusion during the final stage except that now the width 
of the flux field is the grain boundary width times the number of 
grain boundaries extending from the outer to the inner shell radii 
(3 6 as shown below) instead of the pore diameter (2r) , and the dif- 
fusion coefficient is that for the grain boundary (D^) instead of the 
lattice (Dv). Assuming a tetrakaidecahedron grain shape as described 
(12) by Lord Kelvin,    3 grain boundaries will intersect each pore 
located at a grain corner so the densification rate due to grain 
(14) 
boundary diffusion during the final stage is given by 
PFB = ^ 5^ PFL = 7^"T ((R~b)) (~ + g aa}     <15> 
or again putting it in terms of relative density 
9 
2R- 
PFB 
D 6 Of   1      "I 2Y 
3         i/3(— + 8 CTa}        <16> R kT [l- (1-P)  J 
The plastic flow (i.e. dislocation creep) contribution to the 
densification process during the final stage has been evaluated by 
14 
(13) Wilkinson and Ashby.     Using a geometric model similar to that of 
Coble and assuming a power-law creep relation they obtained an expres- 
sion of the form 
[l-(l-p)l/n] 
where A = A' r&' Def f 
and aef f - g c^ + L* - P^ 
In these expressions S is the sign of the effective stress term, p, is 
the shear modulus, n is the stress exponent, A1 is the Dorn parameter, 
and-Deff is the effective diffusion coefficient for dislocation 
creep. 
In order to calculate the total densification rate during the 
(14) final stage, of hot-pressing, Wilkinson and Ashby    have assumed that 
the contributing mechanisms act independently so they may be added to- 
gether to give the total final stage hot pressing rate as 
PF " PFL 
+
 PFB 
+
 PFP
(18) 
There are a number of disadvantages to developing a model using 
equations of the above form (i.e. (14), (16), and (17). Firstly, each 
densification mechanism requires a generically different development. 
There is nothing wrong with this, however the development of a model 
where separate mechanisms would have similar formal equations or where 
they could be represented by some more general equation might be more 
desirable.  Secondly, during the final stage, the densification rate 
for each individual mechanism should realistically tend to zero as 
the specimen approaches theoretical density; this is not the case for 
15 
p_ as given by equations (15) or (16). FB 
(13) An approach similar to that used by Wilkinson and Ashby    for 
the plastic flow (dislocation creep) contribution has been introduced 
in a more general way by Wolfe    in order to model any non-linear 
stress dependent densification mechanism during the final stage of 
hot pressing. Wolfe assumed a random array of pores of uniform size 
in a homogeneous body to be the best geometrical model. Each pore was 
considered to be surrounded by an incompressible spherical shell of 
1/3 
material whose inner radius was taken to be r = R/P   where R is the 
outer, radius and P is the relative bulk porosity. 
The strain rate in the material was assumed to follow the power 
law relation 
e = Aoneff (19) 
where the stress exponent, n, can be greater than 1 and A is a temper- 
ature dependent material constant identical to that defined for 
equation 17. The rate of pore closure was then obtained by equating 
the rate of work done by the effective stress acting on the shell of 
material around the pore during pore closure to the rate of energy 
dissipated in the deforming solid. Tbre^rate of change of pore radius 
was thus found to be 
dr
 -       A3" r     2v_ .     * /onN 
dT = " n .n+1 ,. pl/n " (r  + 8 °a>       (20> 
n 2. (i-"  ) 
Upon relating — to -rj: an expression for the densification rate is 
obtained 
P -A (f)n+1 (^+gaa)n (i)^ P ^"  P'n{  (21) 
([l-(l-p)1/n] ) 
16 
When the effective stress in equation (19) is taken aa j ,, =»• 
g ea a general final stage dens ification rate expression can 
be obtained as shown by Notis, et al (16). 
n+1   n 
PF ' * 
(l>    <n> P(l - P) i / n [1 - (1 - p)i/n] 
(22) 
This equation relates the densification rate to the macroscopic creep 
rate observed in a theoretically dense material modified by a density 
function and a stress concentration function. The density function 
will cause the rate to approach zero as theoretical density is ap- 
proached (i.e. p -» 1) as is realistically required. 
For densification by lattice diffusion (n = 1, D = DT)» the 
Nabarro-Herring diffusional creep rate expression^  ' 
13.3 D ficfeff 
•N-H 2~ (23) ™      GZkT 
can be combined with equation (22) to give a final stage lattice dif- 
fusion densification rate equation 
30 DLQ 
G2 kT PFL 
=
 ~r
kz    (s °a + 2TL) <X " P> <24> 
For grain boundary diffusion (n = 1, D = D_), Coble's creep rate 
«..  (19) equation 
47.5 6 D fiaeff 
«C = 3   <25) 
°     GJ kT 
incorporated into equation (22) gives 
107 6 D„ Q 
PFB ~~3 
B
"   (g aa + £*) (l-p) (26) 
G kT 
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Recent work by Krishnamachari and Notis    on high temperature 
deformation of polycrystalline CoO indicated that transport of matter 
by dislocation pipe diffusion may control the creep process during 
normal hot-pressing conditions.  They therefore found that at high 
stresses (21-41 MPa) the steady state creep rate could be expressed 
as 
A'  ii.b % n 10 ac Dc   CTa2 
•P-SST^ CDL + —^S?3 (27) 
where a is the cross-sectional area of the dislocation core and D 
c c 
is the diffusion coefficient for anion pipe diffusion. With this 
being the case the densification rate due to plastic flow (dislocation 
creep) can be given as 
_ n+1  . •            ..    n                 „      n               10 a   D     ,2 
•       =  (2) A^b   (_L} 2X)     f c_c   ft.   - 
PFP       K2) fcT    ln|i;     ^g   a       r  ;     LUL fe2 V   J 
o   (1 -  D) 
1 /    n [l-(l-p)i/n] (28) 
In this same wofrkv,    n was taken equal to 3; where the core term 
dominates, the densification rate is proportional to a    which was the 
dependence experimentally observed for creep of the same specimens 
under similar stress conditions. 
The advantage offered by the approach of Wolfe    as interpreted 
by Notis, et al.,   is that equation (22) may be considered to repre- 
sent the general form for a series of densification rate equations, 
each of which is related to a particular creep mechanism. By combin- 
ing these equations, (24), (26), and (28) into equation (18), as 
described previously, the total final stage densification rate can be 
calculated. ,R 
Both sets of final stage densification rate equations agree well 
with actual data. For the remaining work in this paper the second 
set relating the densification rates to the macroscopic creep rates 
will be used. They can be related to real, independently observed 
and studied creep behavior and their rates tend to zero as theoretical 
density is approached. 
D. The Intermediate Stage of Hot-Pressing 
The densification rate equations developed above are applicable 
during the final stage which covers only relative densities £ 95% . 
To have an effective model, expressions for densification at much 
lower densities, covering hopefully the whole intermediate stage, 
must also be obtained. 
(4) 
Coble   has derived intermediate stage densification rate 
equations for the diffusional mechanisms using the same procedure 
that he used for the final stage. His geometrical model for the 
intermediate stage was that of a grain with a cylindrical pore cen- 
tered on each grain edge. The grain shape chosen has been found not 
to be very critical.    The standard space-filling tetrakaidecahe- 
(12) dron gain shape of Lord Kelvin    is again assumed to best represent 
the actual grains and will be incorporated as outlined below. 
The vacancy diffusion flux from the cylindrical pore surfaces to 
the grain boundaries has two characteristics: constant radial flux 
and equal flux for each unit of pore surface area.  It is assumed 
that vacancy creation at the pore surface is the limiting step (i.e. 
there is enough grain boundary area to annihilate the diffusing 
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vacancies during the intermediate stage. Hie obvious model for this 
situation is steady state radial diffusion through a tubular wall 
so 
J = 2nw DAC/ln (|) (29) 
where w is taken to be the width of the diffusion flux field. 
Another equation which might be used is that for the heat flux 
per unit length emerging from the surface of an electrically heated 
(4) 
conductor.  In this case 
j/w = 4TTDA C (30) 
The difference between these two equations is not too significant 
considering other assumptions made.  Equation (30) will be used in 
\ 
this work so that the natural log. term can be avoided. 
For lattice diffusion during the intermediate stage, the width 
of the diffusion flux field, w, is taken equal to twice the pore 
radius, r. There are 14 faces per tetrakaidecahedron grain and the 
flux is divided between two grains per face so the total vacancy flux 
per grain due to lattice diffusion is , 
I 
J = 7(8) TTrDAC (31) 
DL Now substituting the expression for AC and  _ for D the vacancy 
«, ^o" 
flux per grain is 
56 TT r D.fi 
J=
        » <"f   +S"a>- (32) 
To obtain the change in relative density per unit time this flux is 
multiplied by the volume of the diffusing species (vacancy) and then 
q 
divided by the grain volume, 8/^2-1  which is approximated as 
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4   G3 
T- TT (^) •  The densification rate is thus given by 
JQ 336j^Qr 
PTT M ;r~r   ~q (~T~ + g O <33> IL
      fG3        G3kT 
For intermediate stage grain boundary diffusion the width of the 
flux field is  only the grain boundary width,  &•    In this case the  flux 
equation is 
J=4TT6D&C (34) 
Substituting terms as  in the  case of  lattice diffusion  (but now 
D = DD/C  Q ) results  in a densification rate equation  for grain bound- B    o 
ary diffusion 
168 8 D Q 
PlB = 3  (^ + 8 °s) (35) I
     kTGJ    r      a 
(13) Wilkinson and Ashbyv  have derived an expression for densifi- 
cation due to plastic flow during the intermediate stage.  It is of 
the same form as their final stage equation and differs only in that 
it is greater by a factor of (j)n . Modification of equation (28) 
would thus give 
PIP - «2)n+1 ^ <£>» (g aa + V/r) [DL + l±JfcJ± ?fl)  • 
[ e^kfi) 1 
L [i-a-p)1/nin   J (36) 
E. Grain Growth Effects   
A very important term in the densification expressions for the 
diffusional mechanisms is grain size.  The lattice diffusion contri- 
bution depends on —r  (assuming r~ Gas will be shown later) while 
G 1 
the grain boundary diffusion expression depends on —r.    In the past, 
G 
a constant average grain size has generally been substituted for 
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G. Actually however the grain size can vary substantially during a 
typical hot-pressing operation. Grain size has been observed to in- 
(9) 
crease to 10 times its initial value.    This grain growth can cause 
the densification rate to be altered by several orders of magnitude. 
Grain growth also has a major effect on the mechanical properties of 
the hot-pressed product. 
To allow for grain growth in the densification rate equations an 
expression must be obtained for grain size as a function of time. 
Grain growth in different materials has generally been found to follow 
an equation of the form 
(f -G" = Kt (37) 
o 
where G is the initial average grain diameter, G is the average grain 
diameter at time t, K is the temperature dependent grain growth rate 
constant, and n is the grain growth exponent. 
In the ideal case of a pure single phase material where grain 
growth occurs by atom or ion movement from one side of a curved grain 
boundary to the other side, the driving force for growth is the re- 
duction in chemical potential due to the pressure difference across 
(22) the curved surface.     For this situation a squared grain growth 
law, 
o   o     ^ YRD 52
 - 
5o'■K' TT-T ' .<»> 
(22) has been derived    and is outlined in Appendix II.  Thus for so- 
called "normal" grain growth (n = 2), the growth rate constant can be 
-2  —2 found as the slope of a plot of G - G vs. t.  Then taking K1 =4 
(see Appendix II) and using equation (38), D   can be expressed as 
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app   4 n Y 
An alternate approach to formulating the grain growth process is 
to define a grain boundary mobility, M, as 
M - v/F (40) 
where v is the rate of boundary migration taken to be approximately 
equal to TT~, and F is the driving force for grain growth. This driv- 
ing force for grain boundary motion is the chemical potential gradient, 
d^ j      , . 2YB 
... .__ ._ _. _.    ^ across cne Dounaary. t; 
(23) 
, -, due to the pressure drop (AP «* j?    ) across the boundary. For the 
transport of an atomic volume, Q,  across.a boundary of width, 6, 
F = dM- =diQJP)=2^ (41) 
dx   d x     G 6 
The grain boundary velocity can be obtained by differentiating 
(24) 
equation  (37) with respect  to t 
dG K 
dt
       nSn'1 
(42) 
An expression for mobility can now be obtained by combining equations 
(40), (41), and (42) so that 
*       2nv^ 
Notice that for normal grain growth (n =2) the grain boundary mobility 
is independent of grain size since both the velocity and the driving 
force are inversely proportional to the grain size. 
Now using the Nernst-Einstein relation for mobility, M = D  /kT, 
°
J app 
an expression directly relating the apparent diffusion coefficient to 
the experimentally determined rate constant, K, can be derived 
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D - MkT =      K8kT   , (44) 
apP 2n^5n"2 
For normal grain growth, n = 2,   the apparent diffusion coefficient is 
given as 
m K6 k T y 
app        4vfi 
while  that for a cubic growth  law,  n = 3, would be 
K6kT 
app      6 Y fi G V 
(46) 
In either case, n = 2 or n = 3, D   values can be directly 
app J 
calculated from experimental grain growth data at given temperatures. 
The slope of a plot of log D   vs. log 1/T can then be found and 
from it the diffusion activation energy, Q, can be calculated. 
Knowing both the magnitude and the activation energy of the diffusion 
coefficient, the species and path of movement controlling the rate of 
the grain growth process may be inferred by comparison with known D 
and Q values for the atomic species present. 
Oace  the type of grain growth law being followed (i.e. n«2, 3, 
etc.) and the diffusion coefficient of the species controlling the 
rate of grain growth is determined for a certain grain-pore configura- 
tion, the average grain size can be predicted at any time at a given 
temperature once the initial grain size is known. Using an expression 
of the form of equation (44) the grain size at any time could be 
expressed as : . , 
2      1/n 
_       2nQvJ)       G        t 5
 - <■  + —rtf > <"> 
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II.  EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL AND PROCEDURE 
A. Material Selection 
In order to test the validity of the densification model which 
will be proposed it was necessary to compare the predicted behavior 
with that actually observed during hot-pressing experiments.  The 
material to be pressed should approximate the model idealizations 
(pure, single phase, no. discontinuous grain growth, etc.) as closely 
as possible. For this investigation cobalt monoxide was chosen as the 
test material. 
Cobalt monoxide is a nonstoichiometric compound which has an NaCt 
type structure and is stable at the oxygen partial pressures and 
temperatures of interest in vacuum hot pressing.  It has a cation 
deficient (Co..  0) type of nonstoichiometric defect structure where 
the nonstoichiometry can range up to 1%.  The well studied and docu- 
^25-28") (20) 
mented diffusion data^    ' along with the creep,    sintering, and 
hot-pressing work which have been done make CoO one of the best known 
materials with which to work.  The consistency and reliability of the 
previous work make it invaluable for comparison and to help in the 
evaluation of present results. 
The nonstoichiometry of CoO leads to large intrinsic defect con- 
centrations which make extrinsic impurity effects negligible. This 
allows the cation and anion diffusion values to be known under given 
conditions and controlled by varying the temperature and/or the oxygen 
partial pressure if desired. 
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Another reason for using CoO is that in the past no discontinuous 
(9) 
grain growth has been observed during the hot-pressing of CoO.    The 
pores stay attached to the grain boundaries and are most commonly 
located at the grain corners at high densities. This allows final 
densities near theoretical to be easily obtained.  Coble's physical 
models are thus good approximations of the actual observed pore-grain 
structure. 
B.  Powdef Preparation 
Fine grained, high purity cobalt oxide (Spectroscopic Grade I) 
was obtained from Johnson Matthey Chemical Co.  This starting powder 
was then fired at 1223 K for 28,800 seconds in high purity, alumina 
crucibles to obtain pure, single phase CoO which is stable above 
1193°K in atmospheric pressure (Po «2.2 x 10" MPa ^ .21 atm).  The 
powder was fired in small batches and then air quenched in order to 
prevent any transformation to Co„0, which is the stable phase below 
1193°K. 
The fired powder was then ground in a small ball mill and passed 
through a 325 mesh sieve. Achievement of complete conversion to CoO 
was verified by X-ray diffractometer analysis of the final powder. 
C. Vacuum Hot-Pressing 
The hot-pressing was performed in a Series 3600, Model 1-2300, 
Vacuum Pressure Sintering Furnace manufactured by Vacuum Industries, 
Inc. of Somerville, Mass.  This unit has a 15 kilowatt, 9600 cps 
Inductotherm motor-generator type induction heating unit.  Pressure 
is applied through two vertical rams, the lower ram being rigidly 
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mounted in the frame while the upper ram is connected to a hydraulic 
actuator mounted on the top of the frame. The vacuum level in the 
hot-pressing chamber can be controlled by bleeding atmosphere into 
the chamber with a Nupro "S" Series Very Fine Metering Valve. 
The die assembly used, Figure 4, included two 2.54 cm diameter 
plungers and a 3.81 cm I.D. x 7.62 cm O.D. die made of T.Z.M. 
(proprietary name of Climax Molybdenum Co. for their 0.5% Mo-0.087. Ti- 
0.08% Zr wrought alloy). Either high purity alumina or graphite spacers 
and sleeves were used to separate the sample from the T.Z.M. die in 
order to prevent any chemical Reaction. A boron nitride slurry 
was used to coat the graphite surfaces in contact with the specimen to 
try to prevent interaction. The die wall contained two small vertical 
cylindrical cavities into which Pt-Pt 10% Rh thermocouples were in- 
serted and used to monitor the temperature. 
The operational procedure consisted of loading approximately 20 
grams of loose powder into the die assembly and applying a pressure 
of .69 MPa (100 psi) to compact the powder. The pressure was then re- 
moved, and the chamber sealed and pumped down using a mechanical pump. 
The temperature was raised to 773 K where it was held for 3600 seconds 
to degas the sample. The applied pressure was then raised to the 
desired level and the temperature quickly increased (approximately 
1.1 K/sec.) to that desired for hot-pressing. Specimens were pressure 
sintered until densification could no longer be detected.  Once this 
condition was reached the applied pressure was removed and the speci- 
mens were slowly cooled (approximately .06 K/sec.) to room tempera- 
ture. Densification was monitored through the movement of the upper 
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ram, onto which both a Starrett dial micrometer and the core of a 
Sanborn 7-DCDT linear variable transformer were mounted. The signal 
from the LVDT was fed to a Varian F-80A x-y recorder, which then gave 
a plot of ram movement as a function of time. Readings from the dial 
micrometer were taken periodically and used as a check of the recorder 
plot. The ram movement thus recorded is equal to the change in height 
of the specimen minus the thermal expansion occurring in the spacers 
and the rams. To obtain the true change in specimen weight,thermal ex- 
pansion standardization curves were obtained for each temperature of 
interest and used to correct the ram movement readings. 
The final bulk density of each specimen was determined by a 
liquid displacement technique using the equation 
BD « DWT(SG)/(SWTA-SWTL) (48) 
where BD is the bulk density, DWT is the dry weight of the sample, 
SG is the specific gravity of the liquid (toluene), and SWTA and SWTL 
are the saturated weights of the specimen suspended in air and in the 
liquid, respectively.  The relative density was determined by dividing 
gm 
the bulk density by the theoretical density of CoO (6.437 "3") •  Once 
the final relative density of the hot-pressed sample is known its 
density at any time during the hot-pressing operation can be calcu- 
lated from the ram movement using the equation 
p = M/(A)«(H) •(6.437)) (49) 
with p being the relative bulk density, M the mass of the sample, A 
its cross-sectional area and H its height. Both M and A are constants 
so once the ratio of M/A is determined from the final specimen,the 
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height vs. time data obtained directly from experimental measurements 
can be manipulated to give the relative density of the specimen as a 
function of time during the hot-pressing operation. 
D. Grain Growth 
Grain growth data were obtained from two sources:  1) high-den- 
(9) 
sity (> 987. ), hot-pressed specimens   were tested in isothermal 
grain-growth anneals and 2) data were taken from work done by Kumar 
and Johnson    on intermediate stage sintering and grain growth of 
CoO at lower densities (< 937„ ) • 
Grain growth specimens were taken from two CoO samples which had 
been hot-pressed (T = 1273°K, a =  81 MPa) to greater than 98% density 
in accordance with the procedure described previously. Bar shaped 
specimens of roughly .28 x .28 x .56 cm. were cut from the two samples 
by means of a low-speed diamond saw. 
-2 
Grain growth anneals were made in air (P()o w 2.2 x 10  MPa «* 
4 5 
.21 atm.) for various times, typically 3.0 x 10 to 1.80 x 10 seconds, 
over a range of temperatures from 1253 to 1473 K. The cut CoO speci- 
mens were individually placed in alumina boats, inserted into a tube- 
type furnace and brought up to temperature within a few minutes. At 
given times individual specimens were removed from the furnace and 
rapidly cooled in air. 
The initial and final grain structures were examined using 
polishing and etching techniques previously developed for CoO. 
No impregnating agent was used or felt to be needed since the speci- 
men density was high. Average grain sizes, G, were found by multi- 
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plying the average measured intercept length by 1.5 as described by 
(26) Fullman. 
Data for low density specimens were obtained from Table II of 
reference (30). Rate constants were, available for a wide range of 
oxygen partial pressure. A cubic growth dependence was noted by Kumar 
and Johnson^   and used to.calculate the rate constants; these results 
were accepted by these investigators without further interpretation 
attempts. 
III. Model Development 
In the introductory section, densification rate equations (p = f 
(material properties, process parameters)) were presented for each of 
the major densification mechanisms considered, (lattice diffusion, 
grain boundary diffusion, and plastic flow) for final stage and then 
for intermediate stage conditions.  These equations will now be modi- 
fied and incorporated into a model which will predict the densification 
behavior of a material continuously, from about 75% relative density 
(the beginning of the intermediate stage) to final density during a 
standard hot-pressing operation. 
A.  Intermediate Stage Pore Modification 
In order to apply the intermediate stage lattice, diffusion densi- 
fication equation 
336 D nr 
PlL = ~3    (-f- + 8 V (33) I
   G3 k T    r      a 
it is desirable to eliminate r from the equation hopefully by obtaining 
an expression for it in terms of G.  To do this it will be assumed that 
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a cylindrical pore is located on each grain edge during the inter- 
mediate stage so the relative porosity, P, for a tetrakaidecahedral 
grain, having 36 edges each of which is shared by three grains, can 
be expressed as 
36   2 , 
P - r- (50) 
8/2 t* 
3 
where 8/~2~~<C, is the volume of a tetrakaidecahedron grain.  In order 
to replace &  by some measurable quantity it is assumed that the vol- 
ume of the grain can be approximated as that of a sphere so that 
8/2 I3  = | rr (|) (51) 
Using this to substitute for i,  in equation (50) allows an expression 
for r as a function of G and P to be obtained: 
r
=f# <«> 
Substituting for r in equation (33) yields 
65.9 I\Q 
'
IL
 
=
 Wt"^(^" + 8aa) ^ 
Note the —r grain size dependence which is the same as that for 
G 
lattice diffusion in the final stage (equation (24)). 
Equation (50) assumes that there is a cylindrical pore centered 
on each grain-edge.  If this is the case, as the relative density 
increases, the average pore radius should decrease, assuming that no 
(32) grain growth or pore coalescence occurs. Kuczynski    has recently 
considered a statistical approach of pore and grain growth during 
powder compact densification. He shows that, at constant porosity, 
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the average pore size is related to the average grain size, a result 
consistent with Zener's relation, r/G = KP. However, it has been 
experimentally observed previously that the pore radius may, for some 
interim period between the start of the intermediate stage and later 
(21) final stage, remain essentially constant, or increase    before 
finally going to zero at theoretical density. Thus the pore radius 
is often observed to maintain a size roughly proportional to grain 
size (i.e. the pore size may actually increase as grain growth occurs) 
during densification. This behavior can only be explained by a de- 
crease in the fraction of grain edges occupied by cylindrical pores. 
This decrease in the fraction of grain edges occupied by 
cylindrical pores which are part of the continuous pore network 
might be expected to occur in the following way.  In reality not all 
of the cylindrical pores have the same radius. There is a distribu- 
tion of pore radii about some average value just as there is a grain 
size distribution. As densification occurs, the cylindrical pore 
radii will decrease in size until eventually some of the radii reach 
a certain critical value, r , at which point they become energetically 
(41) 
unstable. When this critical size, given by 
is reached, the pore will pinch off and the volume of porosity should 
be redistributed due to curvature and thus free energy differences, or 
dissipated as part of the densification process. As this pinching off 
occurs at various locations within the sample during the intermediate 
stage the fraction of grain edges which are occupied by pores will 
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decrease, i.e. the "connectivity" of open porosity decreases.  As a 
result, the size of the remaining pores can remain constant or actu- 
ally increase as densification occurs (not considering pore coales- 
cence or grain growth). This effect will tend to counter the decrease 
in pore size due to densification and is assumed to cause the pore 
size to stay roughly proportional to the grain size during the inter- 
mediate stage.  Later it will be shown that no significant amount of 
grain growth is expected during the intermediate stage. 
The intermediate stage densification rate equations were derived 
assuming that each grain edge was occupied by a cylindrical pore. 
However, the above discussion suggests that only a fraction of the 
grain edges may actually be occupied and the equations should be 
modified to reflect this effect.  To allow for this the densification 
rate equation for each mechanism will be multiplied by a factor Z 
which is less than or equal to 1 and represents the fraction of grain 
edges which are occupied by a cylindrical pore at a given time during 
the intermediate stage.  Considering the decrease in the number of 
grain edges occupied by cylindrical pores a modified expression for 
the relative bulk porosity must be used: 
&■ TT r2 I   (Z ) 2 
P = ^ r ^- = 25.83 £)  (Z ) (55) 
4  ,G,3 G    Z 
An expression for Z can now be derived.  It is assumed that at the 
inception of the intermediate stage (P a P ) each grain edge is 
occupied by a cylindrical pore (i.e. Z = 1 at P = P ), so from 
equation (55) 
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2 
Po = 25.83 (|) (56) 
Assuming that r remains proportional to G throughout the intermediate 
r 
stage the proportionality constant Y = = is given by 
Y = (P /25.83)^ (57) 
Knowing Y, the fraction of grain boundaries occupied by cylindrical 
pores can now be calculated at any time during the intermediate stage 
as 
Z = .0387 ■£■ (58) 
The  total densification rate can now be calculated at any time during 
the intermediate stage as 
PlT=ZlPlL   +ZlPlB   +ZlPlP (59) 
where p     ,  p     ,  and p  _, are given by equations   (33),   (35), and  (36). 
JLLi    XD J.ir 
The rate may also be calculated at any time during the final stage by 
using equations (24), (26), and (28) with equation (18). The inter- 
mediate and final stage models must now be combined into one continu- 
ous model. 
B. Transition Behavior 
Initially an attempt was made to use the intermediate stage 
model from the beginning of the intermediate stage (P = P ) up to 
some porosity level, and then use the final stage model from that 
point to final density. By plotting densification rate as a function 
of porosity however, it was found that no matter what porosity was 
chosen for the change from the intermediate to the final stage model 
there was always a significantly large discontinuity in the densifi- 
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cation rate at the crossover point. 
It has been noted by Budworth    that the pore network remains 
entirely open until about 85% relative density. At that point closed 
porosity begins to be detectable. Aigeltinger and DeHoff    also 
found that some "critical structural condition" was reached at p=85%. 
Thus "simple" intermediate stage behavior would be expected from its 
inception up to p« 85%. Up to this density cylindrical pores will 
gradually pinch off along the grain edges and Z will gradually de- 
crease but all existing porosity is expected to remain as part of the 
continuous network of cylindrical pores (i.e. the "connectivity" is 
decreasing but all pores remain cylindrical and open to the pore net- 
work) . 
Starting at 85% density the pinching off of pores begins to 
cause some pores to be isolated from the continuous network within 
the material. The amount of closed porosity increases gradually until 
at about 95% relative density all the porosity is isolated within the 
material.   '    This approach is almost identical with the variation 
in pore structure observed experimentally in a recent paper by Cole- 
(39) 
man and Beere    in conjunction with studies of the sintering of 
open and closed porosity in UO . 
At any point during this interval from .85 to .95 relative 
density, which shall be called the Transition Stage, a certain frac- 
tion of the porosity exists as a continuous network typical of that 
previously described for the intermediate stage while the rest has 
become isolated in a configuration as exists during the final stage. 
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As a result the fraction of material having an intermediate type pore 
structure, ALPHA, is expected to densify locally according to the 
intermediate stage model while simultaneously the remaining fraction 
of material, BETA, has a final stage type pore configuration and 
densifies locally according to the final stage model. 
At 85% relative density or be low, ALPHA = 1.0 and BETA = 0. As 
the relative density increases above 85% during the transition stage, 
it is assumed that the cylindrical pores pinch off and isolate pore 
pockets fairly steadily until all the porosity is isolated at 95% 
relative density, above which point ALPHA = 0 and BETA =1.0.  In the 
simplest model possible ALPHA is assumed to decrease and BETA is 
assumed to increase linearly with relative density during the transi- 
tion stage.  Thus for .85 £ p £ .95 
ALPHA = ,951"0
P (60) 
and 
BETA = p "10
85 (61) 
The total densification rate during this transition stage can then 
be calculated using the equation 
PTT = ALPHA • pIT + BETA • pFT 
The inclusion of this transition stage into the overall model will 
help smooth out the change from the intermediate to the final stage 
models and thus give a more realistic picture of the actual densifi- 
cation behavior. The transition stage is always expected to occur 
although the range of densities over which it takes place may vary with 
material, particle size, and process parameters. 
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At the beginning of the transition stage a fraction of the 
grain edges, Z , are occupied by cylindrical pores. As the transi- 
tion stage progresses more cylindrical pores pinch off. However 
as these pores pinch off, instead of decreasing the fractional number 
of grain edges occupied by pores in the fraction of material exhibit- 
ing intermediate type behavior (ALPHA) it is assumed that the major 
effect is to isolate pores and therefore to increase BETA, the 
fraction of material exhibiting final stage behavior. Z is assumed 
therefore to remain constant during the transition stage at its value 
at the beginning of this stage (i.e. at p = .85). Table I gives the 
values of Z , ALPHA, and BETA assuming P = .25. 
C. Grain Growth 
Past work has shown that in many cases the densification during 
much of the hot-pressing operation is controlled by a diffusion 
mechanism. With this being the case, grain growth can become very 
important since the diffusional densification rates depend inversely 
on the grain size to some power (usually 2 or 3).  It seems necessary 
to use the grain growth theory outlined in the introduction to incor- 
porate an expression for grain growth into the densification model. 
In this way the increasing grain size may be calculated at any time 
during the hot-pressing operation and used to determine the true 
instaneous densification rate. 
Isothermal grain growth anneals were run as described previously, 
on specimens of high density (> 97%) in order to determine the type of 
growth law followed, and the rate controlling mechanism for grain 
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growth during the final stage.  It should be noted that no pressure 
need be applied to duplicate the conditions of grain growth during 
hot-pressing since it is assumed that grain growth is independent of 
applied pressure. 
1. Results 
Table II lists the initial and final grain sizes for each of the 
isothermally tested specimens at several temperatures. Assuming G 
to be significantly larger than G , values of log (G/G ) were plotted 
versus log (t) at each temperature and a least squares slope repre- 
senting the grain growth exponent, n, was determined using a standard 
computer statistics package.  These values are given in Table III. 
The average exponent is clearly seen to be about 2, as expected for 
normal grain growth in a pure, near full-density material. At each 
temperature a grain growth rate constant, K, was found as the least 
—2 —2 
squares slope of a plot of (G -G ) vs. t. Apparent diffusion co- 
efficients were then calculated using equation (45).  These coeffi- 
cients and the corresponding K values are also listed in Table II. 
To determine the grain growth behavior exhibited by materials 
having mainly an intermediate stage type pore structure, Kumar and 
Johnson's data for intermediate stage sintering of CoO    were 
examined.  For their low density (£ 90%) specimens, Kumar and Johnson 
found a grain growth exponent of 3 to best fit the data. Using 
equation (46), apparent diffusion coefficients were calculated from 
their reported K values. Both the reported K and calculated D 
values are listed in Table IV.  In both cases (Tables II and IV) the 
appropriate surface energy values, Vj were used for consistency with 
previous work.  '      i .     -„ 
2.  Discussion 
The apparent diffusion coefficients for grain growth calculated 
from Kumar and Johnson's K values using equation (46) are plotted in 
Figure 5 along with the volume tracer diffusion coefficients for 
cobalt    and oxygen    in cobalt oxide.  The calculated values can 
be seen to agree fairly closely with the oxygen lattice diffusion 
values in magnitude and very closely in activation energy. 
Examination of the Kumar and Johnson grain growth diffusion co- 
efficients reveals also that as the oxygen partial pressure was varied 
at a given temperature the diffusion coefficients stayed relatively 
constant.  There was some scatter but no increasing or decreasing 
trend.  This again indicates oxygen lattice diffusion control since 
oxygen lattice diffusion is independent of the oxygen, partial pres- 
sure.  Cation lattice control would be expected to show a considerable 
oxygen pressure dependence    since 
[V'] a  P0^ (62) 
In gathering grain growth data from the isothermally annealed 
4 
grain growth specimens, times less than 3.0 x 10 seconds were avoided 
for several reasons.  First, in order to use the equation (G/G ) at, 
G must be » G .  To make this assumption valid considerable grain 
growth, which requires long times, is desirable.  Second, since Co_0, 
is the stable phase at low temperatures, some Co,0, may have precipi- 
tated out as the specimens were cooled after hot-pressing or heated 
to the annealing temperature. Co_0, is stable only up to about 1173 K 
in air; therefore, at the annealing temperatures, any Co.O, present 
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must be allowed to dissolve so that it does not affect grain boundary 
motion.  Finally the nonstoichiometry of the samples hot-pressed at 
Pn = 1.4 x 10  MPa must be allowed to come to equilibrium at atmos- u2 
-2 pheric pressure Q?n «* 2.2 x 10  MPa). Calculations using Price and 
°2 ( 28) 
Wagner's    chemical diffusion coefficients for single crystals show 
that for samples of the given size equilibration should take less than 
4 
3.0 x 10 seconds at the lowest annealing temperature. Since the 
specimens tested were polycrystalline, oxygen will diffuse more rapid- 
ly along the grain boundaries than through.the lattice and equilibra- 
tion should take even less time than in a single crystal sample. 
Figures 6 and 7 show typical microstruetures observed in the 
initial as-hot-pressed specimens and in the specimens isothermally 
s 
(24) 
annealed for different times at 1473 K.  In contrast to the abnormal 
grain growth behavior which has been frequently noted in ceramics, 
microstruetural examination revealed no signs of abnormal growth in the 
the annealed specimens.  Initially the grain sizes of the as-hot- 
pressed specimens are fairly uniform. As the isothermal anneals pro- 
gressed no grain sizes greater than 2G were observed, so in accord 
(35) 
with Hillert,    normal grain growth is felt to be occurring. 
In some of the annealed specimens (Figure 6b), areas of differ- 
ent but internally uniform grain size were observed. Although of dif- 
ferent average grain size, these areas maintained their own normal 
growth conditions without interacting with other areas of different 
grain size. 
The basic pore-grain structure appeared to stay effectively the 
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same throughout the anneals. The sizes of both the pores and the 
grains increased but their configuration and relative sizes appeared 
to stay approximately the same. No sign of a limiting grain size was 
detected. 
Second phase particles, observed as light regions mainly at the 
grain boundaries (Figures 6 and 7), were identified by means of semi- 
quantitative X-ray microprobe analysis to be Co_0, . Co 0, grain 
boundary precipitation has been noted previously.     These precipi- 
tates are believed to have formed as the specimen was cooled in air 
and these particles should therefore not have been present during the 
anneals and thus not have affected the grain growth kinetics. 
4 
Even with grain growth readings only at times ^ 3.0x 10 seconds 
there was still much scatter in the data. However, a squared grain 
growth law appeared to fit the data very well so D   values were 
calculated using equation (45) and plotted in Figure 5.  The magnitude 
of the diffusion coefficients lies considerably below that expected 
for cation lattice control and several orders above that for oxygen 
lattice diffusion control.  There is considerable spread in the data, 
and depending on the choice of points, the calculated value of the 
activation energy could range from 210 to 420 KJ (50 .to 100 K cal). 
Application of a cubed law gave no significant change in activation 
energy nor did it bring the magnitudes of D   appreciably closer to 
either the Co or 0 volume diffusion values. 
The change in the grain growth exponent from n = 3 in the low 
density specimens to n =2 in the higher density specimens is indica- 
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tive of a shift in the grain growth rate controlling process. The 
pore phase in the low density specimens is expected to be in a state 
J 
•of transition between intermediate (continuous cylindrical) and final 
stage (isolated spherical) pore configuration. Calculations given in 
Appendix I indicate that for a density of 907. about 327. of the grain 
boundary area will be occupied by porosity. With this large amount 
of pore area, pore movement might be expected to control grain 
growth.  For the pore to move, both Co and 0 ions must be transported 
from positions in front of the pore to positions behind it. Three 
paths of ion movement which follow the cubic growth law and lead to 
pore movement are a) surface diffusion, b) vapor transport with 
(37) P.  = constant,  and c) lattice diffusion.     Grain growth in 
Kumar and Johnson's specimens seems to be controlled by pore movement 
which in turn is controlled by oxygen lattice diffusion around the 
(39) pore.  Coleman and Beere    have recently observed cubic grain growth 
behavior during intermediate stage sintering of U0,_ and briefly give 
a similar explanation; however in the case of U0? vapor transport 
could be the transport process. 
The shift to n = 2 in the high density specimens indicates a 
change to ideal grain growth conditions following equation (38) with 
ions moving across the grain boundary and any pores being mobile 
enough so they can be swept along with the grain boundary.  In the 
high density specimens less than 87o of the grain boundary area is 
occupied by porosity. Also the porosity is isolated and therefore 
easier to move.  The experimentally determined D   and Q values should 
app 
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correspond to either anion or cation diffusion across the grain 
boundary. 
-8 
It should be noted that the choice of 6 = 50 x 10  cm was arbi- 
trarily made to reflect the wide boundary widths reported in work done 
(24) 
previously on many ceramic oxides. Recent work    indicates that 
these large grain boundary widths are not normally to be considered 
correct.  If a value of 6=b, where b = Burger's vector, is chosen for 
Kumar and Johnson's data, with n = 3, the calculated D   values agree 
app 
almost identically with the oxygen volume tracer diffusion values 
(they are shifted by a constant amount in Figure 5). 
Recent work by Krishnamachari and Notis    indicates that the 
dislocation core width for anion pipe diffusion in Co0 may be as large 
o 
as 150A;if 6 is taken equal to this value (i.e.2-3 times larger than 
L 
used in Fig.5) and used to calculate D  , good agreement with the 
app 
cation lattice tracer diffusion is obtained for sample #13;the values 
for sample #19 are still low. However, the agreement with cation lattice 
diffustion control is goodand to be expected in light of the large 
(42) 
enhancement of anion boundary diffusion observed by Holt. 
The disagreement between the apparent diffusion coefficients cal- 
culated for specimens #13 and #19 at identical temperatures and also 
the low value of both of these in comparison to those obtained pre- 
viously for cation lattice diffusion by other techniques could be due 
to a decrease in the effective driving force for grain boundary move- 
ment as a result of the porosity present.  In some cases pores can 
remain attached to moving grain boundaries and in so doing apply a 
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force tending to impede boundary motion.  (The observation that pores 
are  seen   only at grain boundaries suggests that the boundary 
mobility equals the pore mobility.) This force, which is called the 
pore drag force, F,  , opposes the driving force for movement due to 
boundary curvature, F_, and gives a modified expression for the rate 
of grain boundary movement. 
f = M<FB-NFdrag) <"> 
The term N, the number of pores per atom at the grain boundary,is 
used to express the drag force in atomistic terms for consistency 
with the driving force term. 
Combining equation (63) with equation (42) to account for the 
pore drag force, the diffusion coefficient may now be calculated as 
dG/dt _n_i 
DaPP
=M
 
kT
 
=
 <FR -NF,  >  W . jKkT/nG   ) (64) FH
       B   drag       (F - NFdra ) v ' 
The drag term will decrease the effective driving force and thus in- 
crease the calculated D   values corresponding to a given observed 
tt
r Mr 
rate constant, K.  Specimen #19 (Figure 6) appears to have a signifi- 
cantly greater amount.of porosity than #13 (Figure 7); the grain 
size of Specimen-#13 is approximately twice that of #19. This 
results in a larger pore drag term for Specimen #19 and thus explains 
qualitatively the difference in the calculated D   values of the 
app 
specimens. 
(23) An equation for the maximum drag force is given by 
2 
„_max   a /£C\ NF,   = —z IT r v (65) drag  _2   TB 
r
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where f is the interpore spacing and a is the cross-sectional area of 
2   2/3 
the atomic volume Q (i.e. a =Q  ). The higher porosity level would 
be expected to increase the drag force by increasing r and/or decreas- 
ing f. Grain size could also have  significant but opposing effects 
by increasing either r or f as grain size increased. Since the drag 
force depends on -z   a larger grained material might tend to have a 
f 
smaller drag force and so the D values calculated without the drag 
fprce should be closer to the real values as grain size increases. 
Generally in ceramic materials cubic grain growth is observed 
until relative densities greater than 987. are reached. Drag force 
equations are normally therefore not used and may not be very accurate 
at the low densities (<98%) in this case. The squared grain growth 
behavior might be due to the high diffusion rates which result from 
its large nonstiochiomjtric potential (Co  0 with x g  .01), and 
possibly this may allow for the appearance of a "normal" square law 
dependence at significantly lower porosity levels than in stiochi- 
ometric oxides such as MgO. 
3.  Incorporation of Grain Growth Phenomena into the Hot Pressing 
Pressing Model 
In order for the hot pressing model to accurately simulate densi- 
fication behavior it must be able to determine the grain size at any 
point over its range of applicability. Each different material is 
expected to follow some specific grain growth behavior; since the 
present model is tested using CoO, the grain growth behavior peculiar 
to GoO must be incorporated. 
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Assuming that Kumar and Johnson's data are representative of 
intermediate stage grain growth behavior and that there is. no grain 
growth prior to the intermediate stage, the grain size at any time 
during the intermediate stage of a hot-pressing operation can be 
calculated as 
5I = (5I0 + K3 t)1/3 (66) 
following equation (37) with n=3. The rate constant, K_, is calcu- 
lated by rearranging equation (46) to give 
v    _ 6 ySl  G D K3 - __2£ apj, (6y) 
6 k T 
where D   is taken equal to the oxygen lattice diffusion coefficient, 
app 
Equation (66) is assumed to give an average grain size during the 
intermediate stage, i.e. until the transition stage is reached at 
about 85% relative density. ' the densification model to be formulated 
calculates the densification rates due to each mechanism at specified 
intervals of relative density.  In order to do this the amount of 
grain growth during each interval must be calculated so that the 
grain size at the next density level is known and the new densification 
rates can be calculated. Since K„ is dependent upon grain size it 
/'  J 
must be recalculated at each density level during the intermediate and 
transition stages before the amount of grain growth can be calculated. 
Initially, K is calculated using equation (67) with G = G__, 
the inital grain size. Using' this same initial grain size the model 
first calculates the total densification rate and then uses it to 
find the time, t, necessary for the material to densify the first 
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specified amount, i.e. the first densification interval or step. This 
time, and the K_ value calculated, are then used in equation (66) to 
calculate the new average grain size existing when the first density 
level is reached. This grain .size can then be used to calculate a 
new K_, etc. 
At any time during the transition stage a certain fraction, 
ALPHA, of the grain boundaries are assumed to move locally in accor- 
dance with a cubic growth law (intermediate stage behavior) while the 
remaining fraction, BETA, tends to locally follow a squared grain   i 
growth law.  Figure 8 shows a schematic of the gradual shift from 
intermediate to final stage behavior during the transition stage. 
The crosshatched area represents the fraction of material following 
intermediate stage behavior at any time or density level during the 
transition stage. This schematic is not meant to imply that the 
volume of material following intermediate stage behavior and that 
following final stage behavior are physically separate.  In reality 
they are assumed to be in an intimate mixture. The boundary movement 
within a single grain may simultaneously be following intermediate 
stage behavior in some areas and final stage behavior in others.  In 
this way both types of grain growth can occur while a fairly constant 
grain size distribution is maintained. 
In order to calculate the average grain size during the transi- 
tion stage it will be assumed, strictly for calculation purposes, 
that the intermediate stage and final stage fractions of material 
are separate.  In this way a fictitious grain size for that fraction 
of material presently exhibiting intermediate stage type growth, ALPHA, 
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and a different fictitious size for the final stage fraction of mater- 
ial, BETA, can be calculated. The true, average, transition stage 
grain size is then calculated as the volume-weighted average of the 
fictitious grain sizes of the intermediate and final stage fractions 
of material. 
Taking the initial transition stage grain size, G, to be equal 
to the final intermediate stage grain size, G when P = 0.15 in our 
model, the average grain size of the fraction of material having an 
intermediate stage structure during the transition stage is 
( 
GTI = (G^0 + K3 tT)1/3 (68) 
where tT is the time the transition stage has been active (t„ = o 
when P = 0.15 in our model). The average grain size of the fraction 
of material following final stage behavior at a given time is more 
difficult to calculate. The fraction of material following final 
stage behavior gradually increases as the transition stage progresses. 
To calculate the fictitious grain size of the final stage fraction 
of material an average initial grain size and average growth time 
must be determined. The first material to shift,to final stage 
behavior has an initial grain size of G _ (at P = 0.15 in our computer 
model)''and grows during the whole time the transition stage has been 
active, t . At any time, t , the last region to change to final 
stage behavior has a starting grain size of G__, the grain size of 
the intermediate stage fraction of material at that time given by 
equation (68). This last material has had no time to grow with final 
stage kinetics so the time it has spent in final stage is t = 0. 
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Assuming the final stage fraction of material to increase linearly 
with density during the transition stage an average initial grain 
size and an average growth time are used to calculate the average     / 
grain size of the final stage fraction of material during the transi- 
tion stage as 
So + Si 2    fcT  % G
TF = [ (   2    > + K2 ( 2 )   ] (69) 
In this case the squared grain growth rate constant is calcu- 
lated by rearranging equation (45) to be 
K„ = 4 YB° Dapp (70) 
6 k T 
where D   is taken to be the cation lattice diffusion coefficient 1,1
 
l
  app 
for CoO at the oxygen partial pressure appropriate during hot pres- 
s ing. 
The overall actual average grain size at any time during the 
transition stage can be calculated as the volume-weighted average 
of the fictitious grain sizes calculated for the intermediate and 
final stage fractions of material 
GT = ALPHA • GT]. + BETA • GTp (71) 
At about.95% density the transition stage ends as all of the 
material has^a final stage pore-grain structure and complete final 
stage grain growth behavior takes over. The initial grain size for 
the final stage, G_-, is taken to be the average transition stage 
grain size at the changeover point (P - 0.05 for the computer model). 
The grain size at any time during the final stage is given by 
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S " <6F02 + VF^ <72> 
where t = 0 at P = 0,05 for the computer model. 
Equations (66), (71), and (72) allow the average exisiting 
grain size to be calculated at any time after the inception of the 
intermediate stage in a typical hot-pressing operation. The equa- 
tions and their range of applicability are given in Figure 9. 
-   \; 
\ 
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IV. The Hot Pressing Model 
A. Organization 
Incorporating the transition stage ALPHA and BETA terms, the 
Z factor, and allowing for grain growth as outlined in Figure 9, 
individual equations for the densification rate during hot-pressing 
due to each of the atomic mechanisms may be developed. Assuming 
that the surface energy term is small (see p. 11), that g «■ ' 1 - P ■ 
10 a D 
c c 
The total densification rate at any time during the hot-pressing 
operation can be calculated by 
■ ■ -  ■        PT " PL + PB + Pp \ (76) 
In order to gain insight into the controlling processes and 
mechanisms active during the hot pressing operation,- a computer pro- 
gram was written to use the modeling equations developed to simulate 
a hot-processing operation given the necessary material constants and 
process parameters. The program starts at the beginning of the inter- 
mediate stage (P = P ) when the physical conditions are assumed to be 
known, and then mathematically simulates the hot-pressing process 
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'p, and that a =  a , these equations are given as: 
^Lattice -7^.2 (T^rr)   ^.O-ALPHA-Z^Y + 30.0-P.BETA) (73) 
k t G 
n 6 D 
0_ D  = 1 (T2^-) (168.0-ALPHA-Z_ + 107.0'P-BETA)      (74) G,B
'   k T G3  1'P * 
&     =   (2n+1'ALPHA.ZT + (3/2)n+1-BETA) (P ^"V.J   ( L~r) 
* (1-P ' '    (1-P)*nn 
until some final density (p =p ). 
r 
Starting with the initial conditions and knowing the material 
constants and process parameters the computer model follows the hot- 
pressing operation in specified steps of relative density.  For each 
step the model 1) determines which stage, intermediate, transition, 
or final, is active (i.e. what the value of ALPHA and BETA are), 2) 
calculates the total average grain size at that time and porosity, 
3) calculates the densification rate due to each atomic mechanism, 
4) determines the total densification rate at the given time and 
porosity level and 5) calculates how long the last incremental density 
step took. 
B.  Output and Evaluation 
The normal output from the computer model is in two forms. 
First, there is a table (Table V) which gives the densification rates 
and existing conditions at each- of the specified porosity intervals 
from the beginning of the intermediate stage to final density. 
Reading across.the table, the porosity, the total densification rate, 
the densification rate contribution of each of the mechanisms consid- 
ered, the grain size, and the time since the beginning of the inter- 
mediate stage may all be observed. 
The model also produces output in the form of three separate 
graphs.  These graphs individually  show 1) porosity as a function of 
time, 2) grain size as a function of time, and 3) densification rate 
as a function of porosity (Figures 10-12). 
It was felt that the best way to test the validity of the hot- 
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pressing model was to compare actual densification rates taken from 
(9) past   and more recent hot-pressing runs to the rates calculated and 
plotted at various density (>r porostiy) levels. The material constants 
used in the computer program for CoO are given in Reference 29 except 
that A' = 1.0 in the present study. The curvilinear plots in Figures 
12-15 represent the densification rates as predicted by the model 
at different temperature and pressure combinations while each set 
of individual symbols represents the values experimentally determined 
from a hot-pressing run under the given conditions. 
(16) 
The model has previously    been tested and found to be accu- 
rate during the final stage (p S: 95%) so we are mainly concerned with 
the model's prediction effectiveness during the intermediate and 
transition stages (p<95%).  The densif ication rates predicted by the 
model are consistently high with respect to the actual data, gener- 
ally by a factor of from 2 to 4. Considering the way in which the 
intermediate stage model was derived and the several orders of mag- 
nitude over which the densification rate can vary, this agreement    ' 
is felt to be very good and practically useful. The increasing 
discrepancy between predicted and observed rates at lower densities 
is due to the increasing absolute densification rate and the approxi- 
mately constant factor difference (2 to 4). 
The shapes of the plots of data and the model predictions match 
very closely in some cases. The data sets frequently Show changes in 
slope between 80 and 85% density which could represent a change in 
pore structure.  In several cases however the data tend to level off 
at a fairly constant densification rate at low densities. This seems 
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~V. 
to be especially prevalent in cases where the model predicts the 
dominance of plastic flow as a densification mechanism. The pre- 
dicted densification rate in these cases increases precipitously at 
low densities, i.e. as a ff  increases, while the date tend to level 
off. 
While this discrepancy remains unexplained, some conjecture can 
be made as to the possible cause.  It is not felt that this phenomena 
is directly related to entrapped gases since the pore structure is 
open at the lower density levels of concern here.  It is possible 
that die wall friction effects could limit the rate of ram travel, 
i.e. friction effects are proportional to the magnitude of the 
velocity discontinuity at the ram-die wall interface. Also, it could 
be that at significantly high stresses and high porosity some sequen- 
(44) 
tial process,   i.e. grain boundary sliding combined with plastic flow, 
rather than independent (additive) processes, as assumed here, might 
be rate controllit.*. 
C. Discussion 
The consistently close agreemnt between the mathematically pre- 
dicted and the experimentally observed densification rates imply that 
the hot-pressing model should yield valuable information when used as 
a predictive tool. This predictive capacity of the mpdel will now be 
used to describe the controlling mechanisms and the effect of varying 
several parameters (a , T, and G ) during hot-pressing. 
a        o 
The output table from the hot-pressing model is very useful for 
determining which densification mechanisms is dominant at any point 
during the hot-pressing process. Table v,  for a temperature of 1273°K 
and stress of 81 MPa, shows that at the beginning of the intermediate 
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staga, densification is due mainly to the plastic flow (dislocation 
creep) contribution. As the density increases, the plastic flow rate 
decreases more rapidly than the lattice diffusion rate, and therefore 
lattice diffusion becomes the controlling mechanism at densities above 
approximately 80%. The dependence of densification rate on stress and 
grain size will gradually change as the controlling mechanism shifts 
from plastic flow to lattice diffusion. 
The two process parameters which are most often used to control 
the vacuum hot-pressing operation are stress and temperature. The 
effect of varying stress is shown in Tables V and VI for a tempera- 
ture of 1273 K and a constant initial grain size. At low stress 
(41 MPa) lattice diffusion is the major densification mechanism during 
the entire process.  The grain boundary diffusion contribution is the 
second largest densification mechanism.  By raising the stress to a 
higher level the plastic flow (dislocation creep) mechanism is in- 
/ I  «reased to a greater degree than the diffusional mechanisms and it 
^ becomes the primary densification mechanism at the beginning of the 
process. The high densification rate present during the early inter- 
mediate stage decreases the total time for densification; in doing so 
it enables a smaller grain size to be present during .final stage. 
Because of this, even though plasticf low is not dominant at high 
densities, the rate may be increased by an order of magnitude. 
Since an incremental change in density • near theoretical density takes 
a considerably longer time than equivalent incremental density change 
at lower density,  this very large rate increase at this time can be 
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very advantageous in decreasing fabrication time and in keeping the 
grain size small. 
Another use of the model is apparent here. As the hot-pressing 
operation nears its end the densification rate quickly slows down. 
High density is desired bat the large amount of time and extensive 
increase in grain size accompanying this higher density may not be 
economically justifiable or favorable as far as product properties 
are'concerned. To find whether achievement of a high density is 
worthwhile the plots of grain size versus time and porosity versus 
time can be compared (Figures 10 and 11) or the table can be used to 
see if hot pressing to a higher density level is worthwhile. Table 
VII shows that to achieve a final density of 99% rather than 98.5% 
requires increasing the hot pressing time from 24,800 sec. to 46,400 
sec. and results in an increase in grain size from 25 to 35 (Am. The 
increase in grain size and additional time may be found to make the 
achievement of the higher density prohibitive. 
The effect of raising the hot pressing temperature from 1273°K 
to 1373°K is shown in Figure 16 and in Tables V and VII.  In this 
case the controlling mechanisms did not change their relative impor- 
tance significantly but the total densification rate increased by a 
factor of about 3 to 5 at every point during the process. A delete- 
rious increase in the final grain size might be anticipated due to 
the increase in temperature; this is not found to result however since 
the total hot-pressing time is decreased by greater than a factor of 
2. The final grain size seems to be relatively insensitive to changes 
in temperature in this case. 
Finally the effect of the grain size at the beginning of the 
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intermediate stage will be examined. Figure 17 and Tables V, VIII and 
«<?*) — 
IXshow the-effects of decreasing the initial grain size, G , from 
5.0 (j,m to 3.5 p>m then to 2.0 \un.    Decreasing the initial grain size, 
can result in grain boundary diffusion becoming the primary densifi- 
cation mechanism for a large portion of the process as well as in- 
creasing the lattice diffusion rate significantly. By decreasing 
the grain size it appears that the total hot-pressing time can be de- 
creased by an order of magnitude while the final grain size is lower 
as well. 
(33 It should be pointed out that in agreement with previous work  ' 
34) densification is primarily due to diffusional, especially lattice 
diffusional mechanisms, in a large majority of hot pressing conditions. 
As mentioned previously, the computer model developed here is 
also capable of ^calculating grain size as a function of time during 
hot-pressing. \ The grain size versus time curve in Figure 11 shows 
grain growth behavior typical during hot-pressing of CoO. Assuming 
growth to follow a cubic law, the amount of grain growth during the 
intermediate stage is found to be negligible.  This is due to the    x /p 
brief time that intermediate stage conditions exist and also the low 
value of the cubic grain growth rate constant. The value of K_ for 
T = 1273 K and a    =  41 MPa is more than six orders of magnitude 
smaller than the cation lattice diffusion coefficient that controls 
the squared growth rate constant. Secondly, K, is dependent on grain 
size, in this case a very small value, while KL is independent of 
grain size. 
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As the intermediate stage structure changes to the transition 
stage some of the grain boundary areas begin to move significantly as 
they are released, i.e. they are no longer held by the continuous pore 
network.  The grain size starts to increase as the fraction of mate- 
rial having a final stage structure increases and the squared grain 
growth law gains dominance. Also the densification rate is much slower 
so more time is necessary for each incremental decrease in porosity 
compared to the intermediate stage when densification was much faster. 
Once the final stage is reached, grain growth is assumed to 
completely follow a squared growth law. Most of the hot pressing time 
is spent in the final stage making this the period when most grain 
growth occurs.  The best methods to achieve a small final grain size 
for hot-pressed CoO seem either to decrease the initial grain size or 
to try to decrease the cation lattice diffusion coefficient by control 
of the ambient oxygen partial pressure. 
Finally, many of the observations concerning microstruetural 
effects on hot-pressing may be summarized by a composite figure 
(Figure 18) based on a number of different computer-model outputs. 
This figure indicates that if no grain growth or pore growth occurs, 
the predicted densification rates are quite high and a large discon- 
tinuity is observed.  Pore growth alone, or grain-growth and pore 
growth occurring in combination, both tend to decrease the densifi- 
cation rate and contribute to a smoother transition between the vari- 
ous densification stages. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
1) The concept of a transition stage is useful in describing 
the-pore-grain structure development during hot pressing and 
almost imperative in order to formulate equations which can 
continuously model the densification behavior during the inter- 
mediate and final stages. 
2) During the intermediate stage it appears that as densification 
progresses, cylindrical pores become unstable and pinch off, 
thus reducing the connectivity of the pore network but not 
isolating the-porosity. This effect can be quantitatively 
represented by a parameter, Z , as outlined in the text. 
3) Grain growth is an important phenomenon that occurs during 
hot pressing, and its effect on the densification rates and 
final material properties can be considerable. 
4) The rate controlling species for grain growth can be determined 
by 1) experimentally obtaining grain growth ra(te constants; 
2) using these rate constants to calculate apparent diffusion 
coefficients; and then, 3) comparing these apparent values 
and their activation energy to the known values of the atomic 
species present. Experimental results for CoO show that 
a) The rate of grain growth during the intermediate stage 
appears to be controlled by oxygen lattice diffusion 
b) The rate of grain growth during the final stage seems to 
be controlled by cobalt lattice diffusion modified possibly 
by a pore drag effect on-the grain boundary motion. 
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5) A computer model has been developed, and the calculated behavior 
has been compared to experimental data for CoO 
6) The computer model appears to be useful to Interpret and 
predict densification behavior over a wide porosity range. 
It can therefore be very valuable as a tool for determining 
the effect of process parameters on the densification behavior. 
This should allow optimum hot pressing procedures to be deter- 
mined . 
V  
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(t„ TABLE I 
ALPHA, BETA, and Z Values Assuming the 
Transition Stage Exists from 0.85 to 0.95 Relative Density 
Density   (o) Alpha 
1.0 
Beta 
0 
ZI 
.75 1.0 
.775 1.0 0 0.9 
.80 1.0 0 0.8 
.825 1.0 0 0.7 
.85 1.0 0 0.6 
.875 .75 .25 0.6 
.90 .50 .50 0.6 
.925 f.25\ ) .75 0.6 
>   .95 .0 
P    = 0.25 
o 
1.0 
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TABLE  II 
Isothermal Annealing Data 
CoO Samples #19,  13 
>2 (n - 2,  7=9.3 x  10"
2j/cm,  Po_ -0.021 MPa,  6 = 50 x 10"8cm) 
TEMP(°K) TIME 4 G  (xlO cm) 4 G(xlO cm) G/<=o sec    . 
2 
D(cm /sec) 
Eqn. 45 
SAMPLE #19 
1328 3000 5.43 8.24 1.52^ 
1328 
1328 
60000 
91200 
6.76 
7.14 
12.51 
15.3 
1.85 
2.14 1 
1.40x10" U 2.74xl0"U 
1328 18270 5.64 17.14 3.04> . > 
1403 30000 9.42 20.42 2.17^ 
1403 
1403 
60000 
90000 
7.49 
8.75 
26.13 
44.18 
3.50 
> 
5.05 
-10 
1.11x10 -10 2.29x10 iU 
1403 180000 7.98 45.27 5.67> < 
1473 31800 6.69 16.74 2.50 x 
1473 
1473 
58200 
90000 
8.34 
7.35 
22.80 
40.17 
2.73 
5.47   , 8.53xl0""U 1.85xl0"10 
1473 180000 6.50 40.80 6.28 
1473 66000 7.30 22.80 3.13 
1473 241800 7.30 46.08 6.32 
SAMPLE #13 
1253 30000 14.48 17.48 i.2r 
1253 60000 17.28 23.46 1.36 1.47xlQ"10 2.70xl0"10 
1253 90000 14.88 21.42 1.44 | 
1253 180000 15.30 47.07 3.O7J 
1328 30000 15.98 33.78 2.12^1 
1328 60000 15.87 39.20 2.46 1 3.47xl0"10 -10 5.38x10 iU 
1328 90000 15.99 59.57 3.72 | 
1328 180000 14.67 67.45 4.60J 
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TABLE IV 
Kumar.and Johnson's Grain Growth Rate Constants 
and Apparent Diffusion Coefficients 
(ri~3, 6  - 50 x  10    cm) 
T(°K) Po2(MPa) cm
3
,           
D<ieT) K(f2-)         Eqn.  46 Y^7(xl02) v<^> 
1473 2.1xl0"3 3.74x10"15 6.43x10"12 9.3 600 
1523 2.1xl0"3 6.35xl0"15  9.06xl0"12 9.3 600 
1573 2.1xl0"3 2.44xl0"14 2.89X10"11 9.3 600 
1623 2.1xl0"3 1.23xl0"13  9.67xl0"U 9.3 600 
1673 2.1xl0"3 3.01xl0"13  1.83xl0"10 9.3 600 
1723 2.1xl0~3 9.74x10"13 4.76xl0"10 9.3 600 
1473 8.1xl0"2 3.15xl0"15  9.12xl0"12 7.75 500 
1573 8.1xl0"2 9.5 xlO"15  2.35xl0"U 7.75 500 
1673 8.1xl0"2 2.7 xlO"13  2.48xl0"10 7.75 500 
1473 4 x  10"3 7.54xl0'16 2.27xl0"12 11.2 721 
1473 2.48xl(f4 5.21xl0"16  1.54xl0"12 11.4 735 
1473 3.04xl0"5 1.59xl0"15 4.04xl0"12 11.8 760 
1473 1.42xl0"6 1.44xl0"15 3.57xl0"12 12.1 780 
1473 7.9xl0"10 7.85xl0"16  1.94xl0'12 12.1 780 
*In order to calculate D, an average grain sifee was obtained 
from grain growth data given in P. Kumar, Ph.D. Dissertation, 
Northwestern University, 1972. 
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Figure 1. Hypothetical Rate of Densification vs. 
Time Curves for Three Densification Mechanisms as 
well as the Total Rate of Densification. After 
Spriggs and Co-workers (1,2) 
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Figure 4.    Hot Pressing Die Assembly. 
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Figure 6. Grain Growth in CoO Sample 19, 1473°K 
(A) As Hot Pressed 
(B) 9 x 10 sec. 
4 
(C) 18 x 10 sec. 
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Figure 7. Grain Growth in CoO Sample 13, 1473°K 
(A) As Hot Pressed 
(B) 3 x 104 sec. 
(C) 9 x 104 sec. 
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Grain Structure During the Transition Stage. 
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Figure 10.  Computer Plot of Porosity vs. Time, CoO 
GQ - 5 x 10 cm. 
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Figure 11. Computer Plot of Grain Size Vs. Time, CoO 
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Appendix I 
Pore Area Fraction 
In order to evaluate the effect of a certain volume fraction 
of porosity on grain boundary motion it is desirable to know how 
much of the grain boundary area is occupied by porosity.  In order 
to calculate the fraction.of the total grain boundary area that is 
occupied by porosity, a tetrakaidecahedron grain shape is assumed. 
G is taken to be the average grain diameter, K,  is the length of 
one grain edge, and r is the pore radius whether spherical or 
cylindrical. 
During the intermediate stage the pores are assumed to be 
continuous and cylindrical, lying along a certain fraction, Z , 
of the grain edges. Each tetrakaidecahedron grain has 8 hexagonal 
faces and 6 square faces so the total grain boundary area occupied 
by porosity, PA, is given by 
PA - [8(6r£) + 6(4rt)]Z]. (AI.l) 
In a tetrakaidecahedron, the grain size is related to the edge 
length by G = 2.735*6. If the pore size is assumed to remain pro- 
mm M 
portional to the grain size, i.e. r=YG, where Y is a constant, the 
grain boundary area occupied by porosity at a given time can be 
expressed as 
PA - 25.85YG2ZI (AI.2) 
The total grain boundary area per grain, S, for a fully dense 
material is 
S - 8(2.6t2) + 6Ct2) - 3.46G2 (AI.3) 
93 
For the intermediate stage then the pore area fraction, PAF, given 
by the pore area per total grain boundary area is 
. 25.85rfzi - 7.47HT 
3.46G* (AI.4) 
Commonly, Y is observed to be approximately equal to 0.1 so, for 
example, 
PAF<*'.75Z 
When the material being hot pressed enters the transition stage 
some of the porosity begins to take the form of spherical pores at 
grain corners. For this final stage fraction of material, BETA, 
the pore area per grain can be calculated as 
PA » 8(6 • 1/3 nr2) + 6(4 • lU  nr2) = 6.91YG2(AI.5) 
The pore area fraction for this portion of material having a final 
stage type strucure is 
-2 
PAF,, = 6,91Y^ = 2Y (AI.6) 
3.46CT 
or PAF„ = 0.2 if Y - 0.1 as before. F 
The intermediate stage type structure (continuous cylindrical 
porosity) is thought to exist up to about 85% density at which point 
isolated spherical pores begin to form at grain corners. The transi- 
tion stage is assumed to cover from 85 to 957. density. During this 
period the pore area fraction is assumed to be given by 
PAF = ALPHA (PAF T) + BETA(PAF_.) 
-L r 
= ALPHA(7.47YZI) + BETA(2Y) (AI.7) 
Table AI.I shows how the fraction of grain boundary area occupied 
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by porosity varies with the density of the material. Note that 
Z is determined from the relation given as equation (58) in the 
text: 
ZI - °-0387 f2 (AI.8) 
where Y s (P°/25.83K - r^G. Thus for P - PQ ■' 0.25, Z - 1 
and for P = 0.15,. PQ - 0.25, Z^. - 0.6, etc.  In fact, the change 
in PAF is more dramatic than suggested in Table AI.I.  In this 
Table, Y (= 'G) is constant with a value of 0.1; in actuality, 
while this value may be typical during late intermediate and during 
the transition stage, the pore radius tends to zero at theoretical 
density. Thus since PAF™ = 2Y, this value would decrease rapidly 
r 
for porosity less than P =» 0.05. Also, the above calculation 
assumes one spherical pore per grain during the entire time period 
of final stage densification. 
If Z is defined as the fraction of grains with a spherical 
pore, then, using the same approach as that for the intermediate 
stage, the fractional porosity for the final stage may be expressed 
as 
*-*,= 
24 A.       3 
T (3) TTr ■4 
' 8 /2 I? 
ZF.- 48 (|)3ZF (AI.9) 
\    XI" 
with Y3  'G as before, this expression is consistent with Z m  1 when 
x; 
P = p =» 0.05. Z_ will range from 1 to 0 as P_ varies from 0.05 to 0. 
F r r 
The pore area fraction and final stage is thus modified to give 
PAFp = 2YZF (AI.10) 
For porosity lower than P = 0.05 the pore area fraction calculated 
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from equation (Al.lO)are also tabulated in Table AI.I. 
If the grain boundary area in fully dense material is given 
by equation (A1.3) then the grain boundary area per grain in a 
material with pore fraction PAF is just 
GBA = (1-PAF)3.45G2 (AI.ll) 
Values for this parameter are also given in the table. 
y 
■*6 
Table AI.I 
Fraction of Total Grain Boundary Area Occupied by Porosity 
as a Function of Porosity 
Poros ity Pore Fraction, PAF GBA 
P Z ALPHA BETA 
0 
(Eq. AI.7) 
0.75 
(Eq. AI.ll) 
0.25 1' .86G2 
0.225 .9 0 0.67 1.14G2 
0.20 .8 0 0.60 1.38G2 
,0.175 .7 0 0.52 1.66G2 
0.15 
0.125 
0.10 
.6 
.6 
.6 
z=zI .75 
.5 
0 
.25 
.5 
0.45 
0.39 
0.32 
1.90G2 
2.11G2 
-2 2.35G 
0.075 .6 .25 .75 0.26 
-2 2.56G 
0.05 .6* 0 0.2 2.76G2 
0.05 V 0 0.2 2.76G2 
0.04 .8 0 0.16 2.90G2 
0.03 .6 
'. z=zF 0 0.12 3.04G2 
0.02 .4 0 0.08 
-,2 3.17G 
0.01 .2. 0 0.04 
-2 3.31G 
For Z = Z„ 
P - 0.25, P ^ 0.15 
o 
_   » 
Y - (Po/25.83)^ - r/5 
Z ="0.0387 (P/Y2) 
For Z = Z L 
P £ 0.05 
Y - r/G 
Zp= P/(48Y3) 
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Appendix II 
Normal Grain Growth Law 
(22) Following Burke and Tumbull v  , p. 245, if there are two local 
minima in free energy-distance space such that the magnitude of the 
difference in free energy betwwen the minium at site A and site B 
is AG, and the free energy difference betwwen the minimum at B and 
the maximum between A and B is AG., then the jump frequencies may be 
given as 
fBA - (kT/h) exp [ - AGA/kT] 
fAB = (kT/h) exp [- (AGA + AG) /kT] 
fNET= fBA " fAB = (kT/h) [exp ("AG/kT)] [ (l-exp(-AG/kT)] 
The net jump frequency is related to the linear growth rate, 
G* = dG/dt, by 
f
mT = G*/x 
where X is the jump distance in the interface, i.e., \ -  6, the 
boundary width.  Thus 
G* = (kT/h) 6 exp (-AG /kT) (l-exp(-AG/kT)) (AII.l) 
A 
Under normal grain growth conditions in a single phase material the 
driving force is the free energy difference across the curved grain 
boundary which is given by 
*  
rl  r2 
where y    is the surface energy, 0  is the molar volume, and r- and r_ 
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are the radii of curvature of the grains between which matter is 
transferred.  In our case of an advancing grain boundary, r =- r_ ■ G 
1  'i 2. 
Usually, AG > > kT so that 
[1 - exp fAG/kT)] « [1 - (1 - ^)] - ^ —T^T (AH.2) 
Also, Shewmon (Atom Movements, p. 61), following absolute reaction 
rate theory gives the apparent diffusion coefficient as 
(D/6) =6 (^) exp [ - AGA/kT] (AH.3) 
Substituting Equations All.2 and AH.3 back into AII.l gives 
J>      2yRfi        dG G* = A  (—2—\ . S£ b V   ^ G k T;       dt 
or 
2 YR n D 
G
 dt " k T 6 
Upon integration,  this produces 
5
    -£■'      kT6aPP    t=Kt <AII>4> 
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VITA 
Philip Carter Wingert was born on November 20, 1953, at Johns 
Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, Maryland. He has lived. He will 
live a while longer. Then he will die. 
Postscript: 
In the tradition of the quantitative approach of this thesis: 
If the total worth of a life is equal to the quantity of 
time endured multiplied by the quality of time invested, 
hopefully, we all have the opportunity to maximize our 
total worth. 
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